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Jeske: Theological Discussion and the Responsibility of the Church

Theological Discussion and the
Responsibility of the Church
RICHAIU> L JBSXB
n a recent article entitled Testa''New
ment
and the Christian Layman," George Hedley, chaplain at Mills
College, remarks:
There
of communicahave
been failures
tion within our schools, u well u between
der,l}'men and laymen. The familiar joking about the documentary hypothesis or
the synoptic problem, on the part of the
seminary student body, is not all innocent
fun. A good deal of it reflects a basic indifference toWard the scholarly niceties
which so much concem the .resc:arch specialist; and that indiJference issues all too
often in a covert but real contempt for
the intellecmal ilSUCI
stu-involved. The
dent "sets throush" Old and New
Testathey are rement Introduction because
quired. Little of their significance gm
through to him, and 10 almost none of it

I

to his parish.1

One is easily reminded of the often heard
lament during seminary days, ''Why should
I have to study about 'Q'? All I want to
be is a simple parish pasror!" Sometimes
"simple
this
parish pastor'" who has avoided
hard theological work at the seminary
emerges u the most vigorous critic of
contemporary theology shortly after his
graduation.
1 Nn, T•"-'11 S..U,hu: :Eaa11 in honor
of Alcunder Convene PurdJ, ed. Hane, K.
McAftbur (Hanford: Hanford SemilWJ Powadadoo P1e11, 1960), p. 108.

~ L.

Juu,

11

~

of CH«mlill

s....,, SI. LOiiis, Mo., is amnlZ, t,,,r111•1 II t,ro,rn, of ~ SIU#S _, IH
u..,.,.,;,, of Hn1Ulinr6, G.,_,,

The question which logically follows
then is whether such a creature as "the
simple parish pastor" really exists, if by
that phrase is meant a clergyman who
should not be expected to be involved in
theological thinking. Or is "the simple
parish pastor" merely a conuived mencal
apparition whose spirit lurks mainly within
seminary walls, providing assorted excuses
for indolence, lethargy, anti-intellectualism,
and suspicion?
The age is now past in the church when
the pastor was the only link between
theology and the layman. Secular book
stores now offer shelves of current, stimulating, and progressive theological literature. The volume sale of theological paper·
backs has reached staggering proportions.
The range of theological topics in popular
American news magazines testifies to the
vitality of theological discussion direaly
involving both clergy and laity alike. The
increasing demand for courses in religion
and theology on the American college campuses is nearing a aisis with relation to
the availability of quali.6ed insuuaors
needed to meet that demand}2 It is generally recognized that the refusal of universities to admit theological study into their
curricula has been a mistake; corrective
measures have begun. and vigorous steps
are now being taken to dose the theological gap bel.Ween professionals and nonprofessionals. In short, it has already begun
• Cf. die Edumdon lleedon in T;.., Peb. 4,
1966, and die COTer IIIOIJ in Nn,lfllff/,, 3
Jui. 1

1966.
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to be the case that the laity is issuing the
challenge to the clergy to begin thinking
theologically again, to articulate and discuss traditional doctrinal positions, and to
offer theological answers to current social
and theological problems. It is very important that the clergy rake this challenge
seriously and react positively toward it.

I
In this emerging atmosphere of theological renewal, what is the responsibility of
"servants of the Word?" In a country in
which intellectualism has in general been
met with suspicion and where "theology"
in particular has been regarded as a "bad
word," what should be the response of the
clergy to the sudden interest in contemporary theological discussion?
If theology can be defined briefly as "the
intellectual articulation of the Christian
faith," 3 it would be a contradiction in
terms for a clergyman to consider himself
"the simple parish pastor," who does not
wish to become involved in theological
thinking, study, and discussion. His very
preaching demands that he articulate the
Christian faith, and the increasingly higher
level of religious acumen among the laity
( to which he also should be contributing)
will make greater and greater demands on
the content of his sermons. Perhaps the
first responsibility of the parish pastor is
that he challenge his parishioners to challenge him. The sermon is not a monnlog
- a statement of the pastor's own faith
or of his own doetrinal position; the sermon is a dialog which calls for response
on the part of the hearers. A preacher
a Peter Berger, TIH Noil• of Solnt• A.n..,.
Jliu (Garden Ciq,, N. Y.: DoublcdaJ and ComJIUJ, Inc., 1961), p. 124.
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ought to be just as happy to hear 'Terrible!" as he is to hear 'Wonderful!" in
reference to his sermon. In fact, he ought
to be more pleased with the former comment, because the latter has become habit,
fashionable, but largely devoid of any sincere meaning. Only those preachers who
feel they can learn nothing from their
hearers will not enter into dialog with
them, and their preaching will reflect this
attitude.
Theology and preaching cannot really be
separated. Preachers who avoid theology
and theologians who refuse to confront the
demands of preaching have crippled themselves in the task of evangelizing the world
and of articulating the Christian faith. For
the commission to the world is an integral
part of the Christian faith, and that commission presupposes the interdependency
of theology and preaching. Heinrich Ott,
professor of systematic theology at the
University of Basel, Switzerland, states:
It may be necessary to affirm that dogmatia is the conscience of preachins and that
preaching, qain, is the heart and soul of
dogmatics. In order to be able to preach
at all well, the preacher must engase in
dogmatic reflection, while the dogmatic
theologian, in order to teach dogma well
and uuly, must realize that he works with
the intention of preachins and must conscandy bear in mind the mission of preachins, even though he himself does not have
to mount the pulpit Sunday by Sunday.
That preacher who proposed to be nothiq
other than a preacher and to leave dogmatic thinkins to the specialist ;a dogma
would be a bad preacher, a preacher without heart and conscience. And the doamatist who proposed to be nothing other
than a dogmatist and to leave to the pastor
the concern with the practical tuk of
church preachins would be a bad c:hwda

2
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teachu; he again would be a dogmatist
without heart and soul and conscience.•

It is in the sermon that the preacher also
re.flcas the kind of reading he has been
doing. This is the second area of responsibility that the pastor must t:ike seriously.
The seminary graduate who declares a moratorium on theological study upon receiving his diploma is not an unknown figure
in America. He is a tragic figure - another
contradiaion in terms. During his minisuy he will be trying to speak to the problems of an ever moving present but with
the soon outdated equipment of an age
already past. The solutions he offers will
fit new problems only with increasing
diflic:ulty. His solutions may therefore become more "common-sense," whatever that
may mean, and less theological Theology,
because it has passed him up, again becomes a "bad word," something suspea;
and because he can no longer understand
it, it becomes for him "irrelevant." One
does not wonder why he is a minister;
one wonders, to use Ott's idea, if he has
a conscience.
Because of the multiplying number of
religious books now available, the layman
naturally will first think of looking to his
pastor for advice concerning the literature
be should buy and read. The minister's
responsibility in this regard cannot be
overestimated.

those (such llS Christian students) who
pride themselves on their intelleaual intrepidity in other areas cannot afford ID
relegate the theological wk in its entirety
to the experts.II

It should be noted that these words were
written by a layman, a layman who has
sensed the tension between a real Christian commitment and what he c:ills the
"prevailing cultural religiosity'' in Ameria.
He is ailing for a theological evaluation
of the church's existence, challenging
Christian believers to find the difference
between their membership in the church
and their membership in the local country
club. This author, it is quite safe to say,
is not the only layman in the church today
who is challenging both professionals and
nonprofessionals toward solid theological
re.fleaion. He is only one of many among
the laity who have found love for and
excitement in theology, a love and excitement which 1111111 be retained among the
members of the clergy also.
Traditionally, however, it is the clergy
who should be challenging the laity tOWard
solid theological re.flection. It is usually
because of an underestimation by the clergy
of the layman's theological capability that
this is not done. A pastor has also a 1•11&hing responsibility; it is hoped that this
teaching responsibility will continue beyond confirmation instruaionl Not only
the saving of souls but also their t111rlllr•
• • • tbeoloBJ .is not incended 10 be an is the minister's task; nurturing souls is not
esoteric: pastime of incomprehensible in- committing them to intellectual rigor
lellectuala. TbeoloBJ belonp to the Chris- mortis.
tian Church and thus ouaht to be the mnQuite often the literature recommended
c:ern of the Christian laity-the people, to the laity by the clergy has nothing to
the IIIOs, of that Chwcb. And ceruinly
do with theology. It bad become fashion' TNOloa .,,J Pnt,d,i,,6, uana. Haiold able in some church circles a few yean ago
ICaipi (Pbiladelphia: Wesaninner P.rea,
11 Beraer, p. 136.
1965), p. 22.
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to .recommend anticommunist literatu.rc as
if a Red invasion we.re imminent; anticommunist .rallies we.re being held with
great frequency within church walls. Different chu.rch groups who before were not
able to get along with each other, especially because of differences in doctrine,
were suddenly meeting together, praying,
together, encouraging one another to gird
themselves against the onslaught of the
Red menace. The Christian cause became
the anticommunist cause. Christian ministers became experts overnight in the detection of communist sympathizers who
had infilt.raced the hallowed halls of American life and thought. The gospel preached
became the American gospel- the people
of God, saved from the old world of religious slavery and now living in the promised land of religious freedom, must bear
witness to the truth and fight the lie of the
foreign forces of evil. The theological
implications of this activity were seldom
or never discussed.
The churches of the Augsburg Confession are in a particularly strong position to
encourage rigorous theological study on the
part of pastors and lay people. Lutbe.ranism
has within its .reach .resources fo.r honest
self-criticism of its own traditional and
contemporary theology. Recalling the catholicity of Lutheran Reformation theology,
along with its emphasis on the freedom
of the Ch.ristian man under the Gospel,
today's Lutherans cannot escape the demand issued by thei.r own tradition to ente.r
into open, f.resh, and aeative dialog with
both the church and the world. There will
always be groups within Lutheranism who
believe that they alone possess the ttue
heritage of the Lutheran Reformation; if
they, however,
shut themselves off from

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol37/iss1/35
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respectable dialog with the "other sides,"
it may well be that they are bet.raying the
very cradicions they propose to uphold. It
it noceworchy that the majority of theological writings .recommended to readers
by some publications which purpon to be
conservative Lutheran publications is not
Lutheran literature. The wealth of contemporary Lutheran theological writings should
not be simply dismissed in favor of nonLutheran writings if one really respects
the Lutheran confessional heritage. Pastors
who wish their parishioners to ttmain true
to this heritage should first of all recommend writings o.riginating within it, not
outside of it.
Of course, the cause of the Gospel of
Christ is not furthered by listening onl1 to
the voices which arise from within one's
own religious denomination if this leads to
a spirit of separatism and isolation. The
practice of surveying and recommending
non-Lutheran literature that conuibutcs to
responsible dialog with other uaditions is
both the responsibility and the privilege
of Ch.ristians living in today's world, for
there has been a growing effon among all
major Christian communions to engage
in interdenominational discussion. This has
contributed to a renewed inte.rest in theology among college students in particular.
Various seminaries throughout the United
StateS are joining forces to establish common graduate study programs with faculties staffed by theologians whose wo.rk will
be judged on the basis of· scholarly merit
.rather than denominational Stance.• Coope.rative scholarship can be an important
means toward overcoming the usual ten•
sion and generally uninformed suspicioa
• Cf. dw! Jleliaion aecdom in T;... mqaziae, New. 6, 15164, llllcl March 4, 1966.
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existing among participants in interdenominational discussion. Such discussion can
become an exciting and fruitful adventure;
it can serve to remind us all that the body
of Christ is larger than one's own denomination.
A step toward the realization that the
church and her theology does not offer an
"escape" from the world is a step forward.
Laymen, whose aaivity leads them into
daily direct confrontation with social, econO!Dic, and political problems, should be
led into increasing awareness that the
church does have something to say to the
world and its problems. The impetuS for
this awareness ought to be furnished by the
clergy as it was by Jesus Himself when He
sent His disciples out i1110 the world,.
A protective stance over against such
engagement will in the long run prove
to be only negative. Discussion with laymen of current provocative literature
saessing this engagement will provide
means toward the theological growth of
both laity and clergy alike.'
T The following is a list of paperbacks which
might be used for such a discussion group:

Berger, Pecer. Th• Noh• of Sol•m• .A.ss•ml,l;.s.
Garden Cicy, N. Y.: Doubleday and Com-

pany, Inc., 1961.

- - - . Th• Pr•cmo,u Visior,-.A. Soriolo1is1
Lool,s •I Sou Pklio•s ,nul Cbristum Pllilh.
Gasden Cicy, N. Y.: Doubleday and Co., Inc.,
1961.
Brown, Robert McAfee. Th• s;,,,;ftcac. of th•
Chllrd,. Philadelphia: The '\Vestmimcer
Press, 1956.
Burton, Pierre. Th• Co•fo,,-1,I• Pw,, Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincon. 1965.
Cos, Haivey, GOtl's RffOUlliotl llflll M•s R•·
s t , ~ . Valley Porge, Pa.: The Jwboa
Pras, 1965.
- . Th• S•t:IIIM c;,,. New York: Macmillm, 1965.
Danker, P. '\V, Th• K;,,1tlo• ;. .tf.aiorl. Saint
Louis: Cona,rdia Publishing Home, 1965.

A third area of responsibility shared by
"servants of the Word" concerns their own
productivity. The writing of theological
literature has by and large been left to the
members of theology faculties. This is to
be accepted insofar as it does not necessarily belong to the calling of the parish
pastor to provide the stimuli for theological discussion or to propose answers for the
problems of theological research. The pat·
ish pastor is not a professional scholar. But
this is not to say that there is no room in
theological publications for his observations of the practical nature of the theological task. He should be encouraged to
write both for church newspapers and
magazines and for theological journals.
The young clergyman just out of the seminary quite often hears from his senior
colleagues that "with experience" his theological idealism will mellow, that seminary
ivory towers are one thing but practical
realities are another, that true wisdom
comes from "involvement with the people"
rather than from the isolated irrelevancy
of modern theologies. In the spirit of uue
service to the church, perhaps the older
clergy, especially those in retirement, should
begin to share their experience with the
church at large. If experience teaches truth,
then such truth should not be kept hidden
by those who possess it.
At this point a few remarks might be
made with regard to the CoNCORDIA
THEOLOGICAL MONnlLY. As the priawy
Marry, Martin. Th• Nw, S/Jt,p• of ,A.,,,.,,;u,,
R.U1iofl. New York: Harper, 1959.
Srringfellow, William. A. PfflNII• llflll P""1#
Pllilh. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. J!erdman's,
1965.
Webber, George. GOtl's
M-'s WorU.
New York: Abingdon, 1960.
W"alliams, Colin. W h.,. ;,. IN W orU1 New
York: National Council of Churches, 1963,
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theological journal of one of the three
major Lutheran bodies in America, it has
a responsibility of engagement within the
contemporary theological scene. This responsibility has been sensed by its present
editorial committee, as shown, for example,
by the October 1964 issue, which offered
an overview of some current problems in
the field of Old Testament theology. The
particular strength of this "new venture
for this journal," as it was called in the
introductory editorial, is that of its interest
in discussing these problems for the benefit
of the ,preacher.
It is hoped that this new venture will
be repeated with regard to the other areas
of theology also. Vital theological questions now being discussed elsewhere ought
also to be confronted in this journal. For
example, the current discussion on justification, which began at the Helsinki Assembly of the Lutheran World Federation,
and the recent furor occasioned by the
"Death of God" theologians are two problems which ought to be treated by our
scholars in systematics. In the area of New
Testament studies the question of the
continuing validity of a Law-Gospel hermeneutic as raised by Krister Stendahl 1
cannot go unnoticed in our circles. Among
other problems in practical theology the
contemporary debate concerning secularization and the common understanding of the
church's role in society should be openly
evaluated. Problems of method in historical research cannot be avoided any longer
by our church historians. These are only
random examples of issues that demand
attention, this writer feels, in a journal
I ''The Apostle Paul
die and
Iouospecd-.e
Comdence of cbe West," TIJ. H-,I Tlllolo1iul Rninl, LVI (1963), 199--215.
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such as the CONCORDIA THEOLOGICAL
MONnlLY, especially if this journal is to
assert a relevant voice in contemporary
theological discussion.

II
This essay is written to call forth reaction and response. It hopes to make some
contribution coward the breaking down of
the barriers and fear of theological debate
within our circles. We need ta renew
among ourselves a spirit of healthy .d11Snnt1ndnse1:r11ng, a spirit which has its
roots deep within the Lutheran theological
tradition. That the give-and-take of open
theological discussion has significantly decreased on the American Lutheran scene is
to this writer more disturbing than welcome.• Hist0rically Lutheranism has seen
itself confessionally to represent a middle
alternative m the Roman Catholic and the
Calvinist traditions. This Lutheran alternative has traditionally called for and respected healthy debate, and in the interest
of truth this condition should be extended
in our own time, especially by and among
Lutherans. The Lutheran Confessional
writings of the 16th century arose out of
a context of controversy. The writcn of
these documents did not claim that only
they had the truth, for only Christ alone
is "the eternal truth." 10 The R.cformen
intended first of all to set forth their position and to call forth honest and open
response from their opponents; their writings bear witness to their disappointment
• The new joumal DiM01 is a iapeaable a:cepriOD bei:e; tbac ic is an excepdoa, bowffer,
pmves die rule. Nevenbelas, nea wicb DMlo1
chere also lies die possibilic, of dnelopiq •
"puCJ spirit." which mUIC be auarcled qaimc:
in die interest of fruicful cliscuaioa.
10 Formula of Concord, Solid Df'd•nrion,

VII, 43, 47.
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and frustration when they were not met
with such response.
With regard to the contemporary theological scene, it is American Lutheranism
that is in the most advantageous position
to foster theological discussion. Its historical roots give it a direct bond to European
church life and theology. In the case of
The Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod,
whose founders came to America 130 years
ago, it has direct access, by virtue of its
language tradition, to the great movements
of German theology over the past 100 years.
This, along with its involvement in the
philosophical and theological traditions of
the English-speaking world, has produced
a rich legacy that challenges contemporary
American Lutheranism toward earnest and
acative theological exchange. The need
for entering into such discussion has cerminly been seen by theologians outside the
Lutheran uaditlon.11 It would be unfortunate if this need were left unnoticed by
our generation.
Rather than to be feared and shunned,
a spirit of A,uei,,.,,tlerselZNng must also
be nurtured among OU1' own theologians.
Recent polls among seminary students have
shown the need for interdisciplinary dialog.
There always has been a certain amount of
tension between systemadc theology and
exegesis. and this tension will no doubt
11 Cf. the work of James M. llobiDIOD a.ad

John B. Cobb, Jr., iD edidq die Nn, Prormns

• Thnloa series, a.a auempt at narrowiq die
pp between Condneotal a.ad American tbeolosr,
or die aamladoa of the Zrilsr;l,,i/1 /ii, Th.alo6N ..J Kmh• into Bqlish; or die !onbmmias aamladon of Haas Lieaawm'1 Hntlln,r;I,
. . . . . _ T•SIMllnl into EqJisb; or the amtribadoas made bJ llobimon, Shubert Ogden,
Amal Wilder, Gabriel Vahaaiaa ud the we
lCeadrick Grobe! to the 1964 Bultm■Dll PUluhri/1, z,;, flflll G•sr;l,idl,., ed. bJ Erich DinkJer (Tilbiaam: J.C. B. Mohr, 19~).

continue. But this need not be a lamentable situation. Surely the tension becomes
all the more uncomfortable if one discipline ignores the work of the other.
Systematics and exegesis are partners on
the path to truth; they do not offer twO
separate paths. As Professor Jaroslav Pelikan has recently pointed out:
If we are to hear and hearken to the Word
of God, we shall need not only to show
a deep regard for the theological tradition
but also to give fraternal consideration to
our theological contemporaries; not only
the fathers but also the brethren must be
given an opportunity to speak.12
Perhaps a varied approach to a particular
current theological problem could be offered in the p ages of the CONCORDIA
THEOLOGICAL MONTHLY.

It should be said that giving the appearance of total agreement where there is no
total agreement is only a ruse. In the long
run this contributes nothing to the maturity of the church. A sign of maturity is
the recognition of and respect for diversity
within the church. Diversity within permissible limits is 1101 an unhealthy element
in the church, especially if such diversity
can bring forth the give-and-rake of mature
discussion. After aU, Christians are also
human beings, who have differing backgrounds, outlooks, opinions, and temperaments. They are not machines, performing
alilce in every detail Cenainly the Oirisdan Gospel does not ask us to start resembling machines; it frees us to be ourselves
and allows us to accept both ourselves and
others as human beings involved in the
strife, the ambiguides, and the joys of be111

"Padien, Brethren, a.ad Diat■Dt Jleladfta:

Tbe PamilJ of Tbeolosical Discourse," CONcoaDIA nmoJ.OG1CAL MONTHI.Y, xxxm

<1962),

714.
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ing human. Those who avoid entering into both church and world. Such sharing
critical dialog with others merely give the through dialog with one another is an imimpression that their own position is portant pan of the love for which Ouist
insecure.
has asked among His followers. Paul
Verghese
writes:
What we arc 1101 calling for here is
discussion simply for discussion's sake. The
The purpose of dialogue cannot be limited
goal is a more worthy one than that, and
to mutual understanding alone; dialogue
is only a stage on the path to love - IOTe
discussion is only a means toward that
perfected and fulfilled in Christ. "That
goal. The goal is to underscore the church's
all may be one" is not simply a. question
mission to the world, a mission which
of "faith and Order" or of something to
calls it and its members into relevant inbe settled by tbcologiam in a series of
volvement in the problems of the world.
warm, friendly and informal conversations.
Some of the basic issues, both theological
Love is neither desiring the company of
and social, of our contemporary world arc
the
other for the pleasure it gives, nor
simply not being confronted in our circles.
sacrificing oneself co make the other happy.
The Oiristian laity is involved for 6½ days
Love always seeks the building up of the
of the week in an ever advancing world;
whole community, and is prepared to toil,
they must not be left with the feeling
think, feel, act, give and receive to that
that the other one-half day is being spent
end.t:t
in a backward church. It is a wk of the
Theological discussion is not free from the
church to equip its laity for confrontation
threat of abuse. le can become, in the
with modern society; it is also a cask of
wrong hands, a means toward discord and
the church to demand of its theologians hatted, toward tearing down instead of
that they take steps to confront current
building up the whole community. The
developments in contemporary theology. idea and praaice of dialog is something
The church possesses a wonhy tradition, which occupies the thinking of many who
but her rllis01J tl'elre is not to preserve her a.re involved in ccwnenical activities today,
worthy tradition to a point where its con- llOd their reflection bas produ~ results
tent is no longer meaningful for today's such as the following:
society. This would be a betrayal of the
True dialogue requires ( 1) the possibility
Gospel itself. The Gospel also addresses
of addressing and being addressed, and
the church and demands that she enter
a medium of communication; ( 2) liberainto dialog with the world, even if it bas
tion from the need for sclf-juscificatioa;
to be on the world's terms. Certainly this
the ability to face
other
thewithout appreor prejudament; ( 3) the willingbcmion
is what Goel has done in the aoss of Jesus
ness to enter into the inner life of the
Ouist.
other,
aeeing the common situation from
We arc not operating with a churchthe side of the other u well u from oae'1
world dualism. The people of the chwch,
own.H
and this means clergy u well u laity, ue
also people of the world. They share in
u '"\Vall Dialope Do?N TIM . . . . .la
both church and world. They should also R..,_, XVDI (1966), 30.
H Ibid.
share with each other their reacdons to
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D.iscussion, then, in such a spirit becomes
one of the most demanding tasks facing
the church today. Demanding because it
means discipline, the discipline of Christian awareness and concern; demanding
because it is a necessity for the churchamong her own members and between
herself and the world.
Perhaps now more than ever before is it
necessary for the church and her theologians tO follow her Lord and His apostles
out in10 1he wtwkl. The Great Commission
eommils the church nor to insuospeaion
but t0 proclamation of God"s love t0 the
world, a love dearly expressed in John
3: 16. But if the church is to say anything
tO the world, it ought to become intimately
aware of its problems. And the answers
of the church ought t0 wait until the
church has heard the world's questions.
The church's theologians may suddenly discover that some traditional answers simply
do not fit the questions of today's men that some questions are entirely new in the
church's experience. The wk of the church
and her theologians, then, is not to tum
away from the world but t0 listen to it,
tO love it u Goel loves it. The laity of the
church also bu membership in the world;
the laity is dose t0 the problems of the

world and can provide the clergy with
vital insights int0 the thinking of the
world. Today's minister will reap benefitS
for his own ministry from honest and open
theological discussion with his laymen.
Such discussion also offers the pastor another means for the "equipment of the
saintS, for the work of ministry" (Eph.
4: 12), a ministry which occurs when
these saints are sent out again int0 the
world.
A "theology" for many things is being
offered these days: a "theology of pastoral
care," a "theology of grief," a "theology of
work." Perhaps we need t0 conccnaate
just as diligently on a "theology of discussion." Discussion will always remain a vital
part of our quest for truth, and a good
"theology of discussion" will serve to point
out that discussion does not simply produce
discord. It may also have the positive merit
of allowing the Christian brother to be m,
brother precisely when he disagrees, contradicts, and argues with me. It may remind us both that we are mutually seeing
in a mirror dimly and knowing only in
part but also that we arc mutually seeking
the truth in the name of Him who is the
Truth.
Heidelberg, Germany
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